I'm a little fool, writing this diary at the last moment from memory, there may be inaccuracies.
16.01 Day 1
We flew to Larnaca, this is not the first project, I already knew some members of my team, I did not have
any fears or worries. We walked around the city a bit, Cyprus made a positive impression. In the evening, at
the gathering point, I saw a huge crowd of our participants. After a short acquaintance, we finally went to
the place of our exchange. On settled, fed, all is well.
17.01 Day 2
We gathered in the hall in the morning and it can be said from this very moment that the project began.
There were a lot of long energizers, and games for remembering names. In such games, I never managed to
remember names, it was still hard to hear. I think that the names are best remembered for informal
communication and looking ahead at the end of the project I learned 40/50. There were interesting games,
but most of them were primitive and boring, it seemed that we were considered over 10 years old. And it
went on all day. There was only one as far as I remember the conversation in groups (I like it) I remembered
that I was not allowed to say, interrupted, and I was just silent. we finished late, at the end of the day I was
normal with hope the next day.
18.01 Day 3
This day was a fairs organization. It was more useful for meeting people than the whole previous day, I
found out who these people are. Then it was about the culture of drinking, we prepared at the last moment,
in general it was interesting. During the preparation and from other participants I learned interesting things
about the drinking culture. Late in the evening there were boring logic games. I felt a little tired.
19.01 Day 4
We started this day with a discussion of cultural evenings, everything would not be so bad if it would give at
least some benefit. I took part in the staging of the wedding, I don’t remember which country and then it
was not demonstrated anywhere else.
At lunch, the national team and I were preparing for the cultural evening, I really liked it, we did all sorts of
things by hand and had fun with the cart from the supermarket. We also shared a hobby of the group,
portended something interesting. It was a cultural evening, I liked the performance of my team. I know that
I myself did not speak very well, but I realized that I like public speaking, this stress and the attention of the
crowd, there is something attractive in this. In the evening, as in the previous ones, I felt tired, and I liked
the communication inside my country team, there was not the slightest desire to go and try to socialize. And
communication in the afternoon was somehow not alive.
20.01 Day 5
We shot a video about the dangers of alcohol, I liked working in my group, I gave out the maximum acting
performance, fell and stained my pants with grass.
There were also guests talking about alcohol, I did not learn anything new. We played basketball with a
hobby group, I really liked it, I even think of finding someone to play with.

21.01 Day 6
Guests and police came to us and gave us the opportunity to feel like a drunk driver, I do not drive a car, but
I liked it. After lunch we were scolded for being late and all that. But what to do if there is no free time, and
the roof goes. I could understand all the latecomers.
22.01 Day 7
The best day for the whole project, sunny day, interesting places. I bought, had fun.
I learned more about the culture of Cyprus itself, why there are so many cats, what kind of barrels are on
the roofs, why there are so many Russians.
Days 8.9.10...
We were preparing for a trip to Larnaca, where we will conduct a company against alcohol. All ideas were
very creative, and I liked the mod training in my group. And the next day we were in Larnaca, it was an
interesting experience, we molested people, danced Georgian dances and walked around the beautiful city.
Upon returning to Paralimni, I began to socialize, and I became better acquainted with wonderful people,
and I felt great sorrow that I started to do it so late, felts because of my own character, felts because of the
program.

Summarizing
- I learned a lot about the culture and history of many countries, especially Cyprus
- I realized my own problems with the character and behavior
- I took some recipes with me, learned how to eat chicken with my hands and cook stewed oranges
- I upgraded the skills of needlework and drawing and acting
What I expected to know, but did not know
- HOW TO HELP PEOPLE WITH ALCOHOLISM
I evaluate the experience of the project as positive, despite many complaints, I am grateful to the
organizers, I wish them to improve the programs, and I want to thank for the excellent accommodation

